
 
 

REPORT ON 3-DAY FDP ON UNIVERSAL HUMAN VALUES IN 

ASSOCIATION WITH NCCIP, AICTE-01/12/2023 to 03/12/2023 

  

               Sri Sairam College of Engineering held a 3-Day FDP in the campus on Universal 

Human Values from 1/12/2023 to 3/12/2023 in collaboration with NCCIP, AICTE. The 

programme was organised by the Department of Science & Humanities.  

To enhance the glory of the event we had amongst us dignified and eminent resource 

people from AICTE, Dr. Yashwanth Patil, Facilitator, Mr. Deepesh A,Observer and Dr. 

Sashikanth S, Co facilitator & Regional coordinator. To begin with, the inaugural day was 

initiated with an invocation song. To illuminate the day further, the dignitaries lit the lamp 

and adorned the dais. The Programme was hosted by Prof. Adisha Manna, Assistant 

Professor, Dept. of Science & Humanities. 

The Management Representative, Dr. R Arun Kumar presented the Welcome Address before 

all. He warmly greeted all the dignitaries, faculties and participants and expressed his 

sincere gratitude to all for their valuable presence. He shared his views on gratitude and 

essential human values. His all-encompassing speech gave everyone an anchor to 

successfully sail along the sea of life and career.  

Furthermore, honourable Principal, Dr. B Shadaksharappa presented the presidential 

address before all. He spoke about the importance of value-enhancement courses and 

meticulously explained its application in daily life. If such value generating workshops are 

held more in number then many personal and professional challenges can be solved with 

ease and calm of mind. His words motivated the audience to attend the workshop with 

reinvigorated enthusiasm.  

Following this, Dr. Harikrishna S, Head Department of Science & Humanities and coordinator 

of the programme introduced the guests which was further followed by the felicitation 

ceremony of the guests. Then Prof. Malini KV came forward to speak about the FDP in order 

to help everyone understand the importance of the workshop. Then Mr. Deepesh A, 

observer of NCCIP & AICTE graced the dias to share the key points of the UHV, the rule & 

regulations to be followed and also clearly explained the outcome of the workshop.  

The workshop was focused on teaching the basics of Self, Body, Happiness, Harmony, Love, 

Gratitude,self-exploration, right understanding and natural acceptance. The path to 

continuous happiness and prosperity were validated with multiple relatable examples. The 

difference between relationship and physical facility were briefed with examples of basic 



 
 

human aspiration and the correct approach to fulfill such aspirations was explained 

meticulously. Furthermore, coexistence of self and body were highlighted with the right 

guidelines to competence and incompetence.  The nine human feelings and their true 

meanings were explained correctly and the way to understand the feelings were also 

explained with real-life examples. A holistic approach was bestowed to understand human 

order, plant order and animal order to increase sustainability. Summing up everything, the 

3-Day UHV was aimed towards creating an undivided society and universal human order 

amongst all. 

The workshop concluded on 3rd day, 03/12/2023 with feedback from the participants and 

address by the Principal. Vote of thanks was proposed by Dr. Harikrishna S, Dept Head of 

Science & Humanities and coordinator of the programme. He motivated the audience 

towards building a better future. He also expressed her immense gratitude to the guests for 

contributing their valuable time, in spite of their busy schedule. He heartily thanked all the 

participants and faculties for their presence and contribution towards making this program 

a grand success; with this the curtains were drawn for the program.  
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